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About This Game

Sym is a puzzle-platformer that explores social anxiety disorder. Play as Josh, a teenage boy trying to reconcile a maze of two
contrasting worlds that coexist within the blank spaces of each other - his perception of reality, and the world he created to

avoid his fears.

Josh exists in these worlds as alter egos, Caleb and Ammiel. Caleb lives only in the white world, on the fringe of reality. He
wants to overcome his fears. Ammiel resides in the darkness; he wants only to be alone and completely detached from human

contact.

Take control of these egos and flip between both realms to solve problems and traverse obstacles. Learn to utilize both distinct
spaces, to avoid obstacles and find a path to safety.

Explore 44 challenging levels of logic puzzles, platforming and mazes.

Switch between worlds of light and darkness to overcome obstacles and find the way forward.

Create and share new levels easily with the level editor.

A Shared World allows players to connect the doorways in their creations to the levels built by others.
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Interesting but lacks finesse. In all very very good. However, some buttons don't have any actions sadly so maybe in a future
update some short cut keys could be binded or something like that.

I also feel really lied to here;
http://prntscr.com/7288st
http://prntscr.com/7288y7

If this is something is my fault, do let me know.

Edit: Thanks bnscv for letting me know, did what you said and all a-ok now.. This is a very charming RPG with a retro 16 bit
style. The story and character development is good and the environment is beautiful, extensive and fun to explore. You can skip
battles if you prefer to play through the story without fighting. The pacing is good and nothing feels unfair. Ther are a lot of side
quests and extra secrets to find so it doesn't get dull. Nearly every corner of the map has something in it and every NPC has
different dialogue. Also the dev replies almost instantly to bug reports. I'd recommend this one to anyone who likes RPGs and
retro graphics.. I was look for a good indie game for my youtube channel and The Orb Chambers caught my eye. I enjoy
strategy games and if you enjoy strategy games. Yes reccomend it. If you don't then you might want to look up some videos on
youtube to see if you are interested I think It's very unique compared to other strategy games.. Nice idea but lacks complexity.

Possibly one of the most shallow tycoon type games ive ever played. You can pretty much unlock and have done everything
within the first day. After that its just increasing the size of your business which seems to be free to do whatever it wants as
theres no competition.

Somewhat disappointing.. A fun game about trying to outwit puzzles and avoid monsters. The art style and soundtrack are
amazing, and make you feel like you are in a Tim Burton movie. The controls are easy and respond quickly. This is good
because of one thing: The re spawn or checkpoint system in this game is BRUTAL!! Check it out for a platformer that adds
some new things each level.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/6YwWQHbIWfo. Finally a tower defense game that is challenging. Worth the 2$. Props to the Devs!. Bought
this game since we're in a hot political climate right now and before Abu Ivanka al Amreeki decimates majoosi Iran. Absolutely
hated it. Why did I waste $6 on this crap game? Could've ordered Oreo McFlurry from McDonald's with it.

The story would've been interesting if it wasn't biased, liberalism\/socialism\/democuckracy is the magical answer to every
problem a state faces, characters are unlikable, choices are literally pointless and the ending is not an ending. The developers
seem to have forgotten about this game too which makes it worse. It's a biased game with a hidden agenda that will mislead
people who know nothing of the revolution.. This game makes it impossible to progress without paying tons of money. they say
"Free to play" but really it isn't at all.. its pretty decent wave shooter i like it. keep you busy i like the mix of zombies ect in it
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Positive:
- I laughed really hard at the character models.
- They tried to make a game.

Negative:
It's not worth $10.
It's unplayable and really doesn't make much sense. This is a prototype. A college project left unfinished.

I wasted my time so you didn't have to!. Most Tower Defense games are pretty straight-forward, often only having a few towers
and/or few ways to beat the maps. DW2 has many viable tactics. You can endlessly invest in the many towers and even
customize them by 'equipping' dropped items (much like gear in Diablo2, and many other games since), and even adjust the
difficulties of the maps (with higher difficulty getting better rewards). This satisfies players who just want to advance and those
who are looking for a challenge.

While the pixelated graphics are... dated, at best, the gameplay is quality. I'm quite impressed how, for example, units have
varying weight values, which lets little guys being easily flung around by your physics traps, while bigger ones stubbornly try to
resist those forces.

I'm pretty sure any fan of the Tower Defense genre will enjoy it.. What I like about this game is the cinematics, it reminds of of
Torchlight II. Now the game have a lot of clicking and the game really requires you to observe the environments. The collection
room is a nice addition to the game.. Back in the day what made this worth it was the aurum (it was about 6000) which is the
premium currency.

With the changes, this isn't worth $60 to buy just for cosmetics.

You'd be better off buying other game cosmetics for that much, or a new game for that price. Old but gold
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